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<? The BG News 
Wednesday, June 17, 1992 Bowling Green, Ohio Volume 74, Issue 150 
Buckeye Boys State invades campus 
hu larmipllnp Pnrtpr " 
The week 
in weather 
It comes and goes: 
Fair Wednesday and a 
chance of showers or thun- 
derstorms Thursday and 
Friday. Highs in the 80s 
Wednesday and near 90 
Thursday and Friday. Lows 
in the 60s. 
A chance of showers or 
thunderstorms statewide 
Thursday and Friday and 
over the southern half Sat- 
urday. Highs 85 to 95 
Thursday and Friday and 75 
to 85 Saturday. Lows near 70 
Thursday and Friday and in 
the 60s Saturday. 
Inside the News 
Here they come: 
The University is prepar- 
ing for the bombardment of 
new freshmen this summer 
with troops of upperclass- 
men volunteers. 
Q Page three. 
What an "odd" pair: 
The Hip Squeak Puppets 
send a message of love and 
education with the Odd 
Bodkins production. 




and Helen McMaster of Per- 
rysburg have announced 
they will contribute 
$150,000 to the University's 
campaign for the arts. The 
gift is designated for the 
College of Musical Arts, 
where the majority of funds 
will be used for schol- 
arships. 
"The appreciation of mu- 
sic and the arts has always 
been one of our family's 
chief interests," Helen 
McMaster said. "We wish to 
make it possible for others 
to develop more interest in 
these areas as well." 
University President Paul 
Olscamp said the gift will be 
of great assistance in furth- 
ering the reputation of the 
University's music pro- 
gram. 
"The McMasters have 
long been friends of the 
University and we are 
greatful for their generosi- 
ty," Olscamp said. "Their 
most recent gift shows they 
understand the value of the 
musical arts to a student's 
education and to the com- 
munity at large." 
The University is in the 
midst of a three-year, $1.8 
million arts campaign to 
benefit the School of Art, the 
dance program, the De- 
partment of Theatre, the 
College of Musical Arts and 
the Arts Unlimited program. 
To date, more than $1.3 mil- 
lion has been raised. 
Helen McMaster is chair- 
ing the effort with Marvin 
Kobacker and alumni Eva 
Marie Saint and Bernie 
Casey as honorary co- 
chairs. 
Compiled from staff and 
wire reports. 
by J cqueli e orter 
editor 
For 15 of its 57 years. Buckeye 
Boys State has m..1e its home on 
the University campus, teaching 
the ways of American gover- 
ment. 
Sponsored by the American 
Legion, Buckeye Boys State has 
come a long way since the first 
one conducted on the Ohio State 
Fairgrounds in 1936, where the 
442 boys residided in cow barns, 
according to Public Relations Di- 
rector William Schroeder. 
"The cows were removed a 
couple weeks beforehand, of 
course," he explained. 
Now 1434 high school juniors 
from Ohio attend the University 
for one week In what is now the 
largest Boys State program in 
the country. Its purpose is to 
teach the concept of government 
operation on the city, county, and 
state levels by role playing 
rather than in a classroom set- 
ting, Schroeder said. 
This year the Boys Staters' are 
being housed in Kreischer and 
Harshman Quadrangles, where 
they live in "cities" on the top 
two floors of the residence halls, 
said Buckeye Boys State Presi- 
dent Croft Merritt. 
There are a total of 32 cities 
consisting of 46 boys each, eight 
counties and one boys' state, 
which will go into effect today, 
after Tuesday's general election, 
Merritt said. 
The boys participate in pri- 
mary and general elections, in 
which they use actual voting 
machines from the Wood County 
Board of Elections. The city of 
Bowling  Green,  Wood  County, 
See Boys State, page four. 
Robert Klostteromelr from first district of Ohio enrolls Trevor 
Wright from West Milton, Ohio to Buckeye Boys State on Saturday 
afternoon. According to public relations for Buckeye Boys State, 
Tilt BG Newi/Trreu Thomas 
Bill Schroeder states that there are 1,434 boys from Ohio who are 
attending the event. Buckeye Boys State will continue from June 
13 through June 21. 
University police learn about diversity 
by Jane Kllgore 
staff writer 
Personnel in the University 
Police Department have recently 
completed an eight-hour seminar 
in human diversity training. 
The purpose of the program 
was to assist the department in 
relating to the general public in a 
positive manner. The training 
orientation to a wide variety of 
population groups. 
"The seminar was based pri- 
marily on understanding differ- 
ences of people based on race, 
color, creed, culture, gender, 
age, lifestyle and disability, and 
the ways and means of dealing 
and communicating with them," 
Thomas Votava, captain of Bowl- 
ing Green police said. 
The course was instructed by 
Votava   and   University   ethnic 
studies professor Lorna Gonsal- 
ves-Pinto. 
The program was founded by 
the Ohio Association of Chiefs of 
Police with the cooperation of the 
Attorney General's Office, and is 
being offered to all police agen- 
cies within the state. 
Funding is provided by the as- 
sociation also, along with a grant 
from the Governor's Office of 
Criminal Justice Services. 
Besides the University police's 
gaining insight concerning the 
public, they also had a chance to 
strengthen relations with the city 
department. According to Vo- 
tava, this will make both depart- 
ments more effective. 
"Before I started the training I 
was warned that it would be a big 
challenge, but the men were not 
at all hostile - they were very re- 
ceptive,"  Gonsalves-Pinto  said. 
Pollen, poison ivy 
major detriments 
to summer safety 
'1 don't find out what they're allergic to. I just treat them. If 
someone conies in with a broken arm because they were 
hit with a baseball bat, it doesn't matter what brand of bat 
it was." 
Joshua Kaplan, director of Student Health Services 
by Heather McQulller 
staff writer 
The BG NtwtfTtii SWUIMH 
The Odd Bodkins puppet show gave a free performance In City 
Park last week. The show features llfesize puppets, electronic 
puppets and singing puppets. Based In Toledo, Odd Bodkins 
travels extensivly performing at malls, parks and schools. 
The best way to make it 
through the summer safely is to 
avoid the things that might be 
considered "hazardous to your 
health." 
Poison ivy, bees, pollen and 
even the sun can all have effects 
on someone's well-being 
throughout the year, but the ef- 
fects worsen in the summer. 
Allergies are one of the 
reasons the outdoors is a health 
hazard to some people. However, 
sometimes University students 
are unable to find out at the Stu- 
dent Health Center what they're 
allergic to when they visit for 
treatment. 
"I don't find out what they're 
allergic to. I just treat them," 
said Dr. Josh Kaplan. "If 
someone comes in with a broken 
arm because they were hit with a 
baseball bat, it doesn't matter 
what brand of bat it was," he 
added. 
Allergies can be treated with 
over-the-counter or prescription 
antihistamines, nasal inhalers 
and on rare occasions cortizone 
pills. People who are allergic and 
being treated for bee stings can 
be injected with a drug callled 
epinephrine. 
Students are treated for aller- 
gies using their personal back- 
ground information and health 
history, Kaplan said. 
If a student wishes to find out 
what exactly he or she is allergic 
to, the student can be referred to 
an allergist where she or he can 
be tested with a series of injec- 
tions. 
"Students might want to know 
what they're allergic to just so 
that they can avoid it," Kaplan 
said. 
Another hazard of the summer 
is the sun. Sunburn Is a common 
injury during the summer that 
can be avoided by covering up 
and using sunscreens. 
"Both police departments were 
very honest and frank about their 
comments, and their humor 
helped it along." 
"Hopefully what has happened 
within the eight hours of the sem- 
inar has opened their eyes wider 
to see the whole picture, although 
eight hours is too short of a time 
period to really learn what we all 






The fledgling faculty 
unioniztion effort met with 
University President Paul 
Olscamp for the first time 
since forming its organiza- 
tion. 
The main reasons for the 
encounter were for the 
BGSU FA to explain to Ols- 
camp who they were and 
what they wanted to do - 
c become a collective bar- 
gaining unit. 
"I thought that the meet- 
ing was very positive," Ron 
Stoner, BGSU FA chairman 
said. "The whole idea of It 
was to avoid negative fu- 
ture interactions, and I 
think that was accom- 
plished." 
Present at the meeting 
were all of the BGSU FA 
officers, three central ad- 
ministrators and Olscamp - 
it began at 9 a.m. and lasted 
for approximately 20 
minutes. 
"Our meeting was cor- 
dial, and not a bitter quar- 
rel," Olscamp said. "We 
agreed to work together on 
a project prior to the elec- 
tion next fall." 
"I think the BGSU FA has 
handled Itself in a very fine 
manner so far," he added. 
Opinion 
page two The BG News Wednesday, June 17, 1992 
The BG News 
AN INDEPENDENT STUDENT VOICE 
FOUNDED IN 1920. 
PUBLISHED DAILY DURING THE ACADEMIC YEAR 
AND WEDNESDAYS DURINC THE SUMMER 
SESSION. 
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News briefs not quality 
I t is an Inescapable fact 
that our culture has been 
reduced to a culture of 
absorption. As we devote more 
and more time to careers, family 
and education we tend to lose 
touch with much of the reality 
that surrounds us. Not only do we 
have less time to devote to 
learning more about the daily 
goings on in the world, but we 
also have less time to really take 
part in them. 
As a result of this detachment 
we find ourselves feeling a little 
empty at times, devoid of the 
Information we need to keep us in 
touch with the rest of the world. 
As luck would have it, a solution 
is readily at hand. 
Our thirst for information is 
today quenched by the media. No 
matter which form it takes, be it 
print, radio or television, a 
wealth of information is 
available twenty-four hours a 
day on virtually any subject that 
one may be curious about. 
Unfortunately, our lack of time 
has seriously affected how we 
get our information. 
The media, being the ever so 
kind people they are, have 
changed their formats in order to 
cater to our need for fast, 
fulfilling, no nonsense news. In 
just thirty minutes, you can turn 
on your television and learn all 
you need to know about the 
world's happenings. (Or at least 
that is what they want you to 
think.) In essence, the news has 
been reduced to only headlines 
and sound bites, leaving out the 
"fluff" and giving us only what 
we need. 
There is nothing wrong with 
getting the news in neat little 
packages as long as every effort 
has been made to accurately 
present   the   issues   at   hand. 
Norm VanNess 
Fairness and honesty must be of 
the highest priority. Getting 
news in short bursts can be very 
dangerous if not done properly. A 
quick example would be 
President Bush's illness during 
his recent trip to Japan. 
A Cable News Network (CNN) 
correspondent came within 
seconds of announcing to a 
million plus audience that the 
president was dead. It is 
incredible to think that in the 
interest of "fast news", a 
network nearly threw accuracy 
and confirmation out the window. 
No one can doubt the obvious 
effect such an announcement 
could have on the people 
watching it. It is not a stretch to 
examine what such information 
might mean to those with their 
sights set on the United States, 
waiting for the slightest bit of 
insecurity. A dangerous thing, 
indeed. 
Not only has accuracy gone to 
the dogs, but fairness is slowly 
taking a hike as well. We are 
bombarded, daily, with news and 
information on a range of topics. 
The environment and the 
presidential campaign are, by 
far, the big stories of today. If 
you look beyond the media's 
presentation of these stories, and 
seek out alternate sources, you 
will slowly begin to realize that 
much of what is presented in the 
"mainstream media" is severely 
slanted. 
For the last two weeks we have 
heard from hundreds of 
environmentalists bashing the 
United States for taking a stand 
against the socialist doctrines 
put forth at the Earlh Summit in 
Rio. Expert upon expert was 
quoted and sound bited a 
hundred times over. I ask you, 
how many times did you hear or 
read about someone who was 
given a fair chance to explain the 
United States' position? All the 
media was able to present was a 
one-sided, liberalist, 
agenda-driven view. 
As for the presidential 
campaign: enough with Ross 
Perot already. When Ross Perot 
decides to come out with a 
platform and not the cute quips 
and cowpunch jargon he is 
spreading now, then let's give 
him a fair play. Until then, lay off 
with the polls. Must I remind you 
that Dukakis was ahead of Bush 
in the polls in 1988? We all know 
what happened there. 
Given the above examples, it is 
easy to conclude that the 
mainstream media is quite 
capable of slanting presentations 
of events to its audience. It is my 
belief that the media, including 
us "little guys" at the college 
level, should have a:: ultimate 
responsibility to its consumers 
and represent all issues from all 
sides. In the end, it is the 
responsibility of the next 
generation of journalists to 
ensure that their reporting is 
free from opinion and is 
representative of both sides of 
the issue. Opinions belong on 
editorial pages like this one, not 
in news articles that are to be 
taken as fact. The decisions 
surrounding the issues should be 
left to those we seek to inform. 
Buckeye Boys' Revolution? 
VeaK 
■*■ So I'm roto-rooting 
through the massive stack of 
mail that finds its way to my desk 
every morning and I notice a 
press release regarding that an- 
nual outpouring of teenage com- 
promise and corruption - Buck- 
eye Boys State. 
If you l)have no clue or 2)did 
too many drugs back in the 60s 
(like me), you may not know that 
Buckeye Boys State (hereafter 
referred to as the BBS machine) 
is an annual thing put on by those 
funky purveyors of reactionary 
patriotism, the American Legion 
(now a moment of awestruck 
silence for a national institution). 
It's sort of like the Lollapalooza 
of summer camps. 
Every year, the most elite high 
school juniors in Ohio are singled 
out and shipped away for an in- 
tense week of governmental go- 
ings on. The girls go to Ashland 
College and the boys are lucky 
enough to plant themselves at 
this here prestigious learning 
academy (which is kinda cool if 
you're a 17-year-old away from 
the farm for the first time). In 
the course of a week, they learn 
how government works. 
Or how it's supposed to work. 
Picture about 1500 high 
schoolers from all over the state 
turning the Quads into an exer- 
cise in governmental procedure 
The hallways become roads, with 
masking tape denoting passing 
and no passing lanes. If one of 
the many juvenile upstarts is 




he is 'arrested' and placed in jail, 
a makeshift cage of bed frames. 
Come on. These guys are sup- 
posed to be legislators. Since 
when do government officials get 
bullied around by something as 
petty as the law? 
That's not governmental 
procedure. It's fascism. These 
guys are away from home for 
what is supposed to be an honor 
and   they  are  stuck  with  Big 
Brother American Legion play- 
ing playground instructor. Wom- 
en aren't even allowed into the 
quads. Isn't there some law 
against that? I would like to offer 
a challenge to the participants of 
the BBS machine to make their 
puppet 'government' work like a 
real one. A few suggestions. 
A well-regulated militia -- All 
governments have to have some 
kind of bully agency to postulate 
their authority over lesser 
powers and expand their terri- 
tory. Hell, take some of those 
brcwn University vans down to 
Ashland and declare war on Girls 
State. Make sure you capture 
some of them to Insure that fu- 
( 
ture generations will be able to 
carry on the tradition of the BBS 
machine. 
Boys State Liquor Store - yean, 
I know these guys are too young 
to drink, but think of the tax dol- 
lars. Besides, they could make 
their own drinking age. Make 
sure these go in the 'run down' 
parts of the quads, to make sure 
the poor and working-class citi- 
zens of the BBS machineare kept 
In their place by alcoholism and 
never achieve positions of power 
or just simply revolt because 
conditions are so bad. 
BBS Machine Propaganda 
Films -- Just imagine the glory 
and blind patriotism of this great 
experiment captured on cellu- 
loid. Ahhh... 
<3Cji>'/0 
X\\i NEW/ WORIP cmR GAMES 
Limiting terms no answer 
magine a country in which 
96% of Incumbents got 
reelected. They took fancy 
lunches with corporate fat cats, 
forgotten their constituents back 
home who had elected them. You 
don't have to imagine it; you live 
it. In Soviet Russia, 99.4% of the 
People's Parliament would be 
re-elected; here we are in the 
United States today with a 
similar situation. Incumbents 
often run unopposed or are 
re-elected by an overwhelming 
majority. This type of situation 
completely undermines the 
principles of democracy, and one 
of the ways proposed to deal with 
this problem is term limitations. 
Term limitations appear an 
idyllic solution: each Senator or 
Representative would have a 
limited term of service, after 
which she or he could not run 
again. This way, we are told, we 
will have fairer representation. 
However, term limitations are 
not the answer. In actuality, term 
limitations are in and of 
themselves another obstacle to 
democracy. For instance, 
supposing I felt an incumbent 
was doing an exceptional job 
representing me. With term 
limitations, I would be forced not 
to vote for her or him. One of the 
probelms with term limitations is 
that after six or eight years, 
everyone is out. It does not 
matter if the person is doing a 
terrible Job or a great job; I still 
can't vote for her or him. In 
essence, term limitations restrict 
my choice as a voter and 
threatens the very democratic 
process that the term limitations 
effort claims to be protecting. 
If everyone in the House and 
Martha P. Larson 
Senate were to be thrown out 
after a certain term of service, 
the wealthy and privileged would 
actually gain more power. People 
who are truly representing the 
working class would never have 
the chance to become firmly 
entrenched and gain the voice in 
government that they deserve. 
Most of the money behind the 
effort for term limitations is 
right-wing Republican money: 
term limitations are an easy way 
for the aristocracy to get their 
people elected. 
This is not to say that there is 
not a problem with incumbents. 
However, term limitations are 
not the best solution. What, then, 
are our other options? 
Elections themselves need to 
be restructured so that no one 
candidate may outspend the 
other. It is no secret that, for the 
most part, Senators or 
Representatives are "owned" by 
corporations. In exchange for 
campaign contributions, all these 
corporations ask is that the 
Senator or Representative 
accede to their best interests in 
crucial matters. Incumbents can 
afford to get re-elected by 
currying the favor of cthe 
corporations that fund their 
campaigns;  and  lo  and  behold 
next elections, their campaigns 
are once again well financed. The 
concept of one person, one vote, 
does not really exist in this 
country. Whose vote do you think 
is more important to our elected 
Senators and Representatives: 
yours, of the CEO of a major 
corporation? The answer's pretty 
obvious. 
Do you ever wonder why we 
see so few actual working class 
people in the Senate or House? 
They can't afford to run a 
campaign. Who has the money to 
give candidates? Corporations. 
Corporate interests are 
definitely not the same as 
working class Interests, 
however, and It is difficult for an 
everyday working class person 
to run a campaign. On the other 
hand, it is very easy for a 
wealthy person to become 
elected, incumbent or not. It is 
not uncommon to see a candidate 
become elected by a tiny number 
of votes, while outspending her 
or his opponent several times 
over. 
What exists in Canada, and 
other industrialized 
democracies, Is a cap on election 
spending. No candidate is 
allowed to raise more money 
than the other, and anyone who 
wants to be a Senator or 
Representative has a fair chance 
of doing so. Another option is to 
simply have federally funded 
elections. With either route to 
fairer campaigning, it would be 
likely that a number of 
incumbents would be defeated, 
making term limitations a moot 
point. 
If it's really democracy we're 
after, let's work for democracy. 
The BG News: 
Cling! Clang! Is this sound fa- 
milar to you? If you frequent 
BG's bars, it probably is. When 
you hear these glass bottles be- 
ing tossed into containers, do you 
wonder where they will end up? 
Unfortunately, the answer is 
not the recycling center when 
speaking of many local bars. 
I am not encouraging anyone to 
boycott the bars, I am just sug- 
gesting that you encourage the 
Jim's Journal 
Letters 
bars you frequent to recycle, 
since they produce enormous 
amounts of trash every night that 
could be recycled in Bowling 
Green. 
It's about time we start taking 
better care of our environment. 
We, the students, definitely have 
the power to make it happen here 





In the story 'Locally pro- 
duced video explains, urges 
recycling' in the June 10 is- 
sue of The News , page 
three, the name of the video 
producer was incorrectly 
spelled. The correct spell- 
ing of the name is Rajil 
Sayani. Additionally, the 
video ran one hour in length 
and not two hours in length 
as was originally reported. 
by Jim 
-too^T-  +«>  borvoui 
s*vw* r*P«r' 
Most importantly, I think the 
BBS machine should stage some- 
thing Involving lots of blood. 
Remember that our government 
is your model and our govern- 
ment came into being as a result 
of armed revolt. I mean, there 
has to be a revolution within the 
BBS machine in order to abolish 
the fascism that goes with it. «Jim S «JOUI*fial 
»€ s«Vi«. *H«t. 
««».*/, how's   i* 
JJIW m rVt«rjow. 
I went \mU tko 
ertkar  Too** +» 
^et tome p v*r. 
VMk*K T c*»w\9 
ou4,   I   J»v» 
Tovtf   frttviifcoj «X 
vnowxewt   *Wk 
Mr. Peterson. 
by Jim 
Okay, okay, so I'm rambling 
and not making much sense. The 
sad truth is as follows: Buckeye 
Boys State will sort out the polit- 
ical bigwigs of the future. After 
all, the only people who ever 
make it in politics are pragmatic 
followers. 
Scott DeKatch is a junior crea- 
tive writing major and editorial 
contributor to The News. Exactly 
what he contributes is unknown. 
ToeUf the SUW 
w«t out. So To*«f 
w*s *;•*+■,*•, 
OVJ+J,d« 
He fell, *i»«r. 
Jo «*• •  f«.vor? 
X •fotrv*  •*'* 
I  wftet   Ihto 
To»»f's  »••<*» o*»* 
•fou**    *»•*  *•*' 
block   \K   -Tk« 
X Vr»<)kt;tftwt 
+ • k\»*   «*»•   k« 
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Swing to the sky Pre-registration helps all 
Volunteers prepare information for new students 
by Theresa DeFranco 
staff writer 
Tlic BC Newi/Jaae Kllf ore 
Heather Barnbiser plays with a hand made swing strung to a tree at 808 East Wooster St. 
Summer intramural programs 
ease stress of summer classes 
by William R. Ketelhut 
staff writer 
The words "play ball" might be 
a common sound this summer as 
BGSU intramurals come into full 
swing. 
This summer the intramurals 
office is offering four organized 
sports for the enjoyment of the 
students, faculty, staff and their 
spouses. The sports offered in- 
clude Softball, volleyball, bas- 
ketball and tennis. 
Interim Coordinator Thad 
Long says the intramurals are 
geared to provide a fun, relaxed 
atmosphere for students facing 
the stress of taking summer 
classes, and it gives the students 
a chance to meet new people, es- 
pecially beginning students. 
Long also said you don't have to 
be taking classes this summer to 
participate if you have a Bowling 
Green ID. 
Secretary Janet Rowe said 
summer intramurals give stu- 
dents a chance to keep up on 
their skills and have fun, espe- 
cially students who weren't able 
to participate on the regular col- 
lege teams, or those that just en- 
joy the sport. 
Men's, women's and coed soft- 
ball will begin on June 24 and en- 
tries are due by June 22. 
If three-player men's or wom- 
en's basketball is more your 
style, make sure you get your en- 
tries in by June 23. The deadline 
for coed, four-player sand vol- 
See Intramurals, page four. 
Beginning June 29th, the cam- 
pus will be filled with incoming 
students and parents visiting the 
University to attend pre- 
registration. 
Bowling Green's pre- 
registration program is designed 
to help new students make the 
transition from high school to 
college, or in some cases, from 
one college to another. 
The planning for this program 
begins as early as October of the 
previous year. Students, faculty 
and student affairs professionals 
volunteer their time and experi- 
ence to help the Office of Student 
Activities and Orientation pro- 
vide the visiting students and 
parents with a positive experi- 
ence at BGSU. 
Training sessions for the pre- 
registration volunteers are set up 
to provide background informa- 
tion and orient the volunteers 
with the specifics of the program 
itself. 
The training sessions are di- 
vided up into three main areas. 
Those faculty members vol- 
unteering to be facilitators for 
the parents' program "Faculty 
and Family: An Academic Part- 
nership" are involved in a train- 
ing session led by Sarah Buck, 
the Parents Program Coor- 
dinator. 
Buck, a first-year graduate 
student, provides the participat- 
ing faculty with a suggested out- 
line to use when facilitating a 
discussion among the parents. 
Buck explains to her vol- 
unteers the main goal of the FAF 
program is to provide the parents 
with an opportunity to discuss 
Start the Week Right 
Party Early  !! 
Join us to celebrate June Birthdays 
with FREE Birthday Cake for all 
at the Off-Campus Student Center, 
Ground level Moseley Hall. 
Monday, June 21. 11:30 a.m. 
Sponsored by the Off-Campus Student Center, 
Don't forget Tom Gorman 






248 N. Main 
Guys Cut 
$6.00 
with ad by June 30, 1992 
^DELIV 
VIDEO DELIVERY 
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'The faculty need to understand these issues as they relate 
to the parents." 
Chris Cook, Education 101 Coordinator 
their opinions and concerns re- 
garding the faculty and academic 
climate of the University. 
She administers a quiz to the 
FAF volunteers that looks at 
some common myths and pre- 
conceptions parents sometimes 
have about the academic envi- 
ronment at BGSU. This same 
quiz is given to the parents dur- 
ing the program. 
Faculty are also provided with 
background information on var- 
ious academic enhancement ser- 
vices offered to students. During 
the program, they introduce the 
parents to such services as the 
pre-major advising office, the 
study skills lab, the math lab and 
the writing lab. 
Besides the FAF program in 
which only academic concerns 
are discussed, the parents also 
take a mini-course called "Edu- 
cation 101: Changing Re- 
lationships." 
This program hopes to provide 
the parents with a greater under- 
standing of the issues facing col- 
lege students today. 
Student affairs professionals 
lead the Education 101 program. 
Chris Cook, the Education 101 
coordinator, leads these vol- 
unteers' training session. 
The training session Cook de- 
signed provides for much discus- 
sion among the student affairs 
professionals, allowing them to 
share resources and up-to -date 
statistics. 
Cook and the volunteers dis- 
cuss  four topics shown  in the 
parents' program. They deal with 
issues such as conflict, date rape, 
dropping out and diversity. 
Cook stresses that the facilita- 
tors need to encourage effective 
communication. 
"Communication needs to be 
encouraged between parents and 
students, as well as between stu- 
dents and the university," Cook 
said. 
Cook says that it is important 
for the facilitators to be prepared 
for the various reactions of par- 
ents to special issues such as 
gays/lesbians, date rape and 
anxiety over test-taking. 
"The faculty need to under- 
stand these issues as they relate 
to the parents," she said. 
Besides the faculty and student 
affairs volunteers, over 100 stu- 
dents volunteer during pre- 
registration. 
The students volunteer to be 
greeters, tour guides, discussion 
facilitators and entertainment 
ushers. 
Jim Settle, the volunteers co- 
ordinator, organized a training 
session in which the volunteers 
and the coordinators are able to 
openly discuss their expectations 
of one another, as well as of the 
incoming students and parents. 
In addition. Settle provides an 
overview of pre-registration and 
some common questions often 
asked by parents and students. 
The volunteers are then di- 
vided into their individual posi- 
See Pre-reg, page four. 
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News briefs not quality 
I t is an inescapable fact 
that our culture has been 
reduced to a culture of 
absorption. As we devote more 
and more time to careers, family 
and education we tend to lose 
touch with much of the reality 
that surrounds us. Not only do we 
have less time to devote to 
learning more about the dally 
goings on in the world, but we 
also have less time to really take 
part in them. 
As a result of this detachment 
we find ourselves feeling a little 
empty at times, devoid of the 
information we need to keep us in 
touch with the rest of the world. 
As luck would have it, a solution 
is readily at hand. 
Our thirst for information is 
today quenched by the media. No 
matter which form it takes, be it 
print, radio or television, a 
wealth of information is 
available twenty-four hours a 
day on virtually any subject that 
one may be curious about. 
Unfortunately, our lack of time 
has seriously affected how we 
get our information. 
The media, being the ever so 
kind people they are, have 
changed their formats in order to 
cater to our need for fast, 
fulfilling, no nonsense news. In 
just thirty minutes, you can turn 
on your television and learn all 
you need to know about the 
world's happenings. (Or at least 
that is what they want you to 
think.) In essence, the news has 
been reduced to only headlines 
and sound bites, leaving out the 
"fluff" and giving us only what 
we need. 
There is nothing wrong with 
getting the news in neat little 
packages as long as every effort 
has been made to accurately 
present   the   issues   at   hand. 
Norm VanNess 
tt 
Fairness and honesty must be of 
the highest priority. Getting 
news in short bursts can be very 
dangerous if not done properly. A 
quick example would be 
President Bush's illness during 
his recent trip to Japan. 
A Cable News Network (CNN) 
correspondent came within 
seconds of announcing to a 
million plus audience that the 
president was dead. It is 
incredible to think that in the 
interest of "fast news", a 
network nearly threw accuracy 
and confirmation out the window. 
No one can doubt the obvious 
effect such an announcement 
could have on the people 
watching it. It is not a stretch to 
examine what such information 
might mean to those with their 
sights set on the United States, 
waiting for the slightest bit of 
insecurity. A dangerous thing, 
indeed. 
Not only has accuracy gone to 
the dogs, but fairness is slowly 
taking a hike as well. We are 
bombarded, daily, with news and 
information on a range of topics. 
The environment and the 
presidential campaign are, by 
far, the big stories of today. If 
you look beyond the media's 
presentation of these stories, and 
seek out alternate sources, you 
will slowly begin to realize that 
much of what is presented in the 
"mainstream media" is severely 
slanted. 
For the last two weeks we have 
heard from hundreds of 
environmentalists bashing the 
United States for taking a stand 
against the socialist doctrines 
put forth at the Earth Summit in 
Rio. Expert upon expert was 
quoted and sound bited a 
hundred times over. I ask you, 
how many times did you hear or 
read about someone who was 
given a fair chance to explain the 
United States' position? All the 
media was able to present was a 
one-sided, liberalist, 
agenda-driven view. 
As for the presidential 
campaign: enough with Ross 
Perot already. When Ross Perot 
decides to come out with a 
platform and not the cute quips 
and cowpunch jargon he is 
spreading now, then let's give 
him a fair play. Until then, lay off 
with the polls. Must I remind you 
that Dukakis was ahead of Bush 
in the polls in 1988? We all know 
what happened there. 
Given the above examples, it is 
easy to conclude that the 
mainstream media is quite 
capable of slanting presentations 
of events to its audience. It is my 
belief that the media, including 
us "little guys" at the college 
level, should have an ultimate 
responsibility to its consumers 
and represent all issues from all 
sides. In the end, it is the 
responsibility of the next 
generation of journalists to 
ensure that their reporting is 
free from opinion and is 
representative of both sides of 
the issue. Opinions belong on 
editorial pages like this one, not 
in news articles that are to be 
taken as fact. The decisions 
surrounding the issues should be 
left to those we seek to inform. 
Buckeye Boys' Revolution? 
Vea. 
■*■ So I'm roto-rooting 
through the massive stack of 
mail that finds its way to my desk 
every morning and I notice a 
press release regarding that an- 
nual outpouring of teenage com- 
promise and corruption - Buck- 
eye Boys State. 
If you Dhave no clue or 2)did 
too many drugs back in the 60s 
(like me), you may not know that 
Buckeye Boys State (hereafter 
referred to as the BBS machine) 
is an annual thing put on by those 
funky purveyors of reactionary 
patriotism, the American Legion 
(now a moment of awestruck 
silence for a national institution). 
It's sort of like the Lollapalooza 
of summer camps. 
Every year, the most elite high 
school juniors in Ohio are singled 
out and shipped away for an in- 
tense week of governmental go- 
ings on. The girls go to Ashland 
College and the boys are lucky 
enough to plant themselves at 
this here prestigious learning 
academy (which is kinda cool if 
you're a 17-year-old away from 
the farm for the first time). In 
the course of a week, they learn 
how government works. 
Or how it's supposed to work. 
Picture about 1500 high 
schoolers from all over the state 
turning the Quads into an exer- 
cise in governmental procedure. 
The hallways become roads, with 
masking tape denoting passing 
and no passing lanes. If one of 
the many juvenile upstarts is 




he is 'arrested' and placed in jail, 
a makeshift cage of bed frames. 
Come on. These guys are sup- 
posed to be legislators. Since 
when do government officials get 
bullied around by something as 
petty as the law? 
That's not governmental 
procedure. It's fascism. These 
guys are away from home for 
what is supposed to be an honor 
and   they  are  stuck  with  Big 
Brother American Legion play- 
ing playground instructor. Wom- 
en aren't even allowed into the 
quads. Isn't there some law 
against that? I would like to offer 
a challenge to the participants of 
(he BBS machine to make their 
puppet 'government' work like a 
real one. A few suggestions. 
A well-regulated militia - All 
governments have to have some 
kind of bully agency to postulate 
their authority over lesser 
powers and expand their terri- 
tory. Hell, take some of those 
brown University vans down to 
Ashland and declare war on Girls 
State. Make sure you capture 
some of them to Insure that fu- 
( 
ture generations will be able to 
carry on the tradition oflhe BBS 
machine. 
Boys State Liquor Store - yean, 
I know these guys are too young 
to drink, but think of the tax dol- 
lars. Besides, they could make 
their own drinking age. Make 
sure these go in the 'run down' 
parts of the quads, to make sure 
the poor and working-class citi- 
zens of the BBS machineare kept 
in their place by alcoholism and 
never achieve positions of power 
or just simply revolt because 
conditions are so bad. 
BBS Machine Propaganda 
Films ~ Just imagine the glory 
and blind patriotism of this great 
experiment captured on cellu- 
loid. Ahhh... 
Most importantly, I think the 
BBS machine should stage some- 
thing involving lots of blood. 
Remember that our government 
is your model and our govern- 
ment came into being as a result 
of armed revolt. I mean, there 
has to be a revolution within the 
BBS machine in order to abolish 
the fascism that goes with it. 
Okay, okay, so I'm rambling 
and not making much sense. The 
sad truth is as follows: Buckeye 
Boys State will sort out the polit- 
ical bigwigs of the future. After 
all, the only people who ever 
make it in politics are pragmatic 
followers. 
Scott DeKatch is a junior crea- 
tive writing major and editorial 
contributor to The News. Exactly 
what he contributes is unknown. 
<EZtf'/0 
Trie NE\V WORIPORPER GAMES 
Limiting terms no answer 
1 magine a country in which 
96% of incumbents got 
reelected. They took fancy 
lunches with corporate fat cats, 
forgotten their constituents back 
home who had elected them. You 
don't have to imagine it; you live 
it. In Soviet Russia, 99.4% of the 
People's Parliament would be 
re-elected; here we are in the 
United States today with a 
similar situation. Incumbents 
often run unopposed or are 
re-elected by an overwhelming 
majority. This type of situation 
completely undermines the 
principles of democracy, and one 
of the ways proposed to deal with 
this problem is term limitations. 
Term limitations appear an 
idyllic solution: each Senator or 
Representative would have a 
limited term of service, after 
which she or he could not run 
again. This way, we are told, we 
will have fairer representation. 
However, term limitations are 
not the answer. In actuality, term 
limitations are in and of 
themselves another obstacle to 
democracy. For instance, 
supposing I felt an incumbent 
was doing an exceptional job 
representing me. With term 
limitations, I would be forced not 
to vote for her or him. One of the 
probelms with term limitations is 
that after six or eight years, 
everyone is out. It does not 
matter if the person is doing a 
terrible job or a great job; I still 
can't vote for her or him. In 
essence, term limitations restrict 
my choice as a voter and 
threatens the very democratic 
process that the term limitations 
effort claims to be protecting. 
If everyone in the House and 
Martha P. Larson 
Senate were to be thrown out 
after a certain term of service, 
the wealthy and privileged would 
actually gain more power. People 
who are truly representing the 
working class would never have 
the chance to become firmly 
entrenched and gain the voice in 
government that they deserve. 
Most of the money behind the 
effort for term limitations is 
right-wing Republican money: 
term limitations are an easy way 
for the aristocracy to get their 
people elected. 
This is not to say that there is 
not a problem with incumbents. 
However, term limitations are 
not the best solution. What, then, 
are our other options? 
Elections themselves need to 
be restructured so that no one 
candidate may outspend the 
other. It is no secret that, for the 
most part, Senators or 
Representatives are "owned" by 
corporations. In exchange for 
campaign contributions, all these 
corporations ask is that the 
Senator or Representative 
accede to their best interests in 
crucial matters. Incumbents can 
afford to get re-elected by 
currying the favor of cthe 
corporations that fund their 
campaigns;  and  lo and behold 
next elections, their campaigns 
are once again well financed. The 
concept of one person, one vote, 
does not really exist in this 
country. Whose vote do you think 
is more important to our elected 
Senators and Representatives: 
yours, of the CEO of a major 
corporation? The answer's pretty 
obvious. 
Do you ever wonder why we 
see so few actual working class 
people in the Senate or House? 
They can't afford to run a 
campaign. Who has the money to 
give candidates? Corporations. 
Corporate Interests are 
definitely not the same as 
working class interests, 
however, and it is difficult for an 
everyday working class person 
to run a campaign. On the other 
hand, it is very easy for a 
wealthy person to become 
elected, incumbent or not. It is 
not uncommon to see a candidate 
become elected by a tiny number 
of votes, while outspending her 
or his opponent several times 
over. 
What exists in Canada, and 
other industrialized 
democracies, is a cap on election 
spending. No candidate is 
allowed to raise more money 
than the other, and anyone who 
wants to be a Senator or 
Representative has a fair chance 
of doing so. Another option is to 
simply have federally funded 
elections. With either route to 
fairer campaigning, it would be 
likely that a number of 
incumbents would be defeated, 
making term limitations a moot 
point 
If it's really democracy we're 
after, let's work for democracy. 
The BG News: 
Cling! Clang! Is this sound fa- 
milar to you? If you frequent 
BG's bars, it probably is. When 
you hear these glass bottles be- 
ing tossed into containers, do you 
wonder where they will end up? 
Unfortunately, the answer is 
not the recycling center when 
speaking of many local bars. 
I am not encouraging anyone to 
boycott the bars, I am just sug- 
gesting that you encourage the 
Jim's Journal 
Letters 
bars you frequent to recycle, 
since they produce enormous 
amounts of trash every night that 
could be recycled in Bowling 
Green. 
It's about time we start taking 
better care of our environment. 
We, the students, definitely have 
the power to make it happen here 





In the story 'Locally pro- 
duced video explains, urges 
recycling' in the June 10 is- 
sue of The News , page 
three, the name of the video 
producer was Incorrectly 
spelled. The correct spell- 
ing of the name is Rajil 
Sayanl. Additionally, the 
video ran one hour in length 
and not two hours in length 
as was originally reported. 
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Swing to the sky Pre-registration helps all 
Volunteers prepare information for new students 
by Theresa DeFranco 
staff writer 
The BG Newi/Juc Kllforc 
Heather Barnhlser plays with a hand made swing strung to a tree at 808 East Wooster St. 
Summer intramural programs 
ease stress of summer classes 
by William R.Ketelhut 
staff writer 
The words "play ball" might be 
a common sound this summer as 
BGSU intramurals come into full 
swing. 
This summer the intramurals 
office is offering four organized 
sports for the enjoyment of the 
students, faculty, staff and their 
spouses. The sports offered in- 
clude Softball, volleyball, bas- 
ketball and tennis. 
Interim Coordinator Thad 
Long says the intramurals are 
geared to provide a fun, relaxed 
atmosphere for students facing 
the stress of taking summer 
classes, and it gives the students 
a chance to meet new people, es- 
pecially beginning students. 
Long also said you don't have to 
be taking classes this summer to 
participate if you have a Bowling 
Green ID. 
Secretary Janet Rowe said 
summer intramurals give stu- 
dents a chance to keep up on 
their skills and have fun, espe- 
cially students who weren't able 
to participate on the regular col- 
lege teams, or those that just en- 
joy the spirt. 
Men's, women's and coed soft- 
ball will be.jin on June 24 and en- 
tries are du: by June 22. 
If three-player men's or wom- 
en's basketball is more your 
style, make sure you get your en- 
tries in by June 23. The deadline 
for coed, four-player sand vol- 
See Intramurals, page four. 
Beginning June 29th, the cam- 
pus will be filled with incoming 
students and parents visiting the 
University to attend pre- 
registration. 
Bowling Green's pre- 
registration program is designed 
to help new students make the 
transition from high school to 
college, or in some cases, from 
one college to another. 
The planning for this program 
begins as early as October of the 
previous year. Students, faculty 
and student affairs professionals 
volunteer their time and experi- 
ence to help the Office of Student 
Activities and Orientation pro- 
vide the visiting students and 
parents with a positive experi- 
ence at BGSU. 
Training sessions for the pre- 
registration volunteers are set up 
to provide background informa- 
tion and orient the volunteers 
with the specifics of the program 
itself. 
The training sessions are di- 
vided up into three main areas. 
Those faculty members vol- 
unteering to be facilitators for 
the parents' program "Faculty 
and Family: An Academic Part- 
nership" are involved in a train- 
ing session led by Sarah Buck, 
the Parents Program Coor- 
dinator. 
Buck, a first-year graduate 
student, provides the participat- 
ing faculty with a suggested out- 
line to use when facilitating a 
discussion among the parents. 
Buck explains to her vol- 
unteers the main goal of the FAF 
program is to provide the parents 
with an opportunity to discuss 
Start the Week Right 
Party Early  !! 
Join us to celebrate June Birthdays 
with FREE Birthday Cake for all 
at the Off-Campus Student Center, 
Ground level Moseley Hall. 
Monday. June 21. 11:30 a.m. 
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Don't forget Tom Gorman 
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"Hie faculty need to understand these issues as they relate 
to the parents." 
Chris Cook, Education 101 Coordinator 
their opinions and concerns re- 
garding the faculty and academic 
climate of the University. 
She administers a quiz to the 
FAF volunteers that looks at 
some common myths and pre- 
conceptions parents sometimes 
have about the academic envi- 
ronment at BGSU. This same 
quiz is given to the parents dur- 
ing the program. 
Faculty are also provided with 
background information on var- 
ious academic enhancement ser- 
vices offered to students. During 
the program, they introduce the 
parents to such services as the 
pre-major advising office, the 
study skills lab, the math lab and 
the writing lab. 
Besides the FAF program in 
which only academic concerns 
are discussed, the parents also 
iakc a mini-course called "Edu- 
cation 101: Changing Re- 
lationships." 
This program hopes to provide 
the parents with a greater under- 
standing of the issues facing col- 
lege students today. 
Student affairs professionals 
lead the Education 101 program. 
Chris Cook, the Education 101 
coordinator, leads these vol- 
unteers' training session. 
The training session Cook de- 
signed provides for much discus- 
sion among the student affairs 
professionals, allowing them to 
share resources and up-to -date 
statistics. 
Cook and the volunteers dis- 
cuss  four topics shown in the 
parents' program. They deal with 
issues such as conflict, date rape, 
dropping out and diversity. 
Cook stresses that the facilita- 
tors need to encourage effective 
communication. 
"Communication needs to be 
encouraged between parents and 
students, as well as between stu- 
dents and the university," Cook 
said. 
Cook says that it is important 
for the facilitators to be prepared 
for the various reactions of par- 
ents to special issues such as 
gays/lesbians, date rape and 
anxiety over test-taking. 
"The faculty need to under- 
stand these issues as they relate 
to the parents," she said. 
Besides the faculty and student 
affairs volunteers, over 100 stu- 
dents volunteer during pre- 
registration. 
The students volunteer to be 
greeters, tour guides, discussion 
facilitators and entertainment 
ushers. 
Jim Settle, the volunteers co- 
ordinator, organized a training 
session in which the volunteers 
and the coordinators are able to 
openly discuss their expectations 
of one another, as well as of the 
incoming students and parents. 
In addition, Settle provides an 
overview of pre-registration and 
some common questions often 
asked by parents and students. 
The volunteers are then di- 
vided into their individual posi- 
Sce Pre-reg, page four. 
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Famous puppets visit BG 
Life-sized creatures perform for youths in city park 
by Theresa DeFranco 
staff writer 
The amazing antics of the Hip 
Squeak Puppets can be witnessed 
by children of all ages all over 
the Midwest part of the country - 
and even in Bowling Green. 
This past Thursday creator 
Lisa Marshall and her sister 
Alice Hoglund performed with 
their life-size friends in Bowling 
Green as part of the City Park 
Series this summer. 
The full-stage, life-size pup- 
pets which were featured in the 
"Odd Bodkins" show were 
created by Marshall herself. She 
said when she makes each of the 
puppets, the construction starts 
out as a sort of experiment. 
"As well as I can think, I can 
build," she said. 
About 10 characters appeared 
in the puppet show and all avail- 
able space, about an area of 20 
feet by 20 feet, was utilized for 
the live show. 
Special effects such as pup- 
pets' flying above the stage, 
chasing out the sides and peeking 
"Hie life-size puppets are [being booked] like hot-cakes." 
Lisa Marshall, creator of the Hip Squeak Puppets 
through an underground window 
were added to enhance the live 
theater show. 
Since the show is fast-paced 
with a variety of characters, 
Marshall records the voices of 
the male and female puppets be- 
forehand. 
In addition to controlling the 
motions of the puppets, the pup- 
peteers also act as stage hands 
throughout the performance. 
Both Marshall and Hoglund 
have past theatrical experience. 
Aside from being credited as 
creator of the Hip Squeak Pup- 
pets, Marshall is a professional 
New York actress, singer, dan- 
cer, comedienne and director. 
She has appeared on Broadway, 
off-Broadway, in movies, televi- 
sion and commercials. 
Hoglund has appeared with the 
Canton   Civic   Opera   and   the 
Toledo Repertoire Theater. She 
also sings with the Toledo Sym- 
phony Chorale. 
Hoglund works as the business 
manager for the Hip Squeak 
Puppet Company as well, taking 
care of the mail and scheduling 
bookings for these life-size pup- 
pets. 
"The life-size puppets are [be- 
ing booked] like hot-cakes," Mar- 
shall said. 
The Hip Squeak Puppets have 
appeared in performances 
throughout Michigan, Indiana, Il- 
linois, West Virginia, Kentucky, 
Ohio and Pennsylvania. 
The puppets perform for audi- 
ences all year round. Bookings 
have been made at festivals, 
malls, schools, corporations and 
on television shows such as 
Romper Room and P.M. Maga- 
zine. 
Pre-reg Boys State 
Continued from page three, 
tions to receive further informa- 
tion and training. 
Settle emphasizes that he 
wants the students and parents 
participating in pre-registration 
to  "understand  that   we   want 
them here, we want them to be 
happy here and we want them to 
feel comfortable." 
He feels that the volunteers 
play an integral part in making 






















• NOW RENTING • 
Choose from choice apartments within walking 
distance to campus Summer 1992 and 1992-93 
school year. 
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, 
gas heat & water included, air conditioning 
Resident Manager, 




















Continued from page one. 
and the state of Ohio offices also 
aid with the program, Schroeder 
said. 
"Usually officials call us way 
in advance of the program to 
make sure they can help us out," 
he added. 
The officials support the cause 
by setting up scenarios, giving 
tours of their prospective build- 
ings, or speaking during the as- 
sembly times, Schroeder said. 
This helps the boys better as- 
sociate themselves with their 
roles. 
"There's wheeling and dealing 
just like [with] real politicians," 
Schroeder said. "The amazing 
thing is that it happens in just a 
couple of days." 
• Abortion through 
17 weeks 




16 N. Huron 
Toledo, Oh. 43604 
Phone 
(419) 255-7769 or 
I -800 589-6005 
NO OUT OF POCKET EXPENSE 
OUR OFFICE POLICY 
IF YOU HAVE QUALIFYING HEALTH INSURANCE 
THAT COVERS CHIROPRACTIC CARE. WE WILL AC- 
CEPT WHATEVER YOUR PLAN PAYS AS PAYMENT 
IN FULL. YOU DON'T EVEN HAVE TO PAY YOUR 
DEDUCTIBLE OR CO-PAYMENT BECAUSE WE ARE 
WILLING TO ASSUME THEM. THIS MEANS TREAT- 
MENT WONT COST YOU ANYTHING OUT OF YOUR 
POCKET. 
AFFORDABLE CHIROPRACTIC CLINIC 
1072 N. MAIN 
2 Blk. N  of Poe 
354-6166 
Dr. K. Morkland D.C.  •     A. Neuman 
A "Break" You Didn't Expect 
Get $225 off the first mo. rent when 
signing a new lease thru 6/23/92. One per lease 
only for 
841 Eighth Street 
apt. includes: 
12 mo. lease $395 
9 mo. lease $465 
2 bdrms 
1 1/2 baths 
furnished 
A/C available 
full time maintenance. 
RE Management 
113 Railroad St.      352-9302 
The BG News/Tedd Swanion 
Puppeteer Alice Hoglund takes down the stage after a performance by the Odd Bodkins puppet show 
at City Park last week. Hoglund works with her sister and creator of the show Lisa Marshallto enter- 
tain kids of all ages. 
Intramurals  
Continued from page three. 
leyball will be June 29. 
And for those who prefer one- 
on-one competition, you can reg- 
ister for men's or women's sin- 
gles tennis. Entries must be in by 
June 25. 
Rowe said all intramurals last 
four weeks and that winning 
teams will get free t-shirts. 
If you are interested in partici- 
pating in any of these intramu- 
rals, you can contact the intra- 
mural office at 372-2464 or go to 
room 108 of the rec center. They 
will be open on Monday, Tuesday 
and Thursday from 9-12:30 PM 
and from 9-11:30 AM on Friday. 
352-0796 
HOURS: 6:00 A.M.-12:00 MIDNIGHT 
MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY 
SERVICE AREA: BOWLING GREEN 
$2.00 Fare 
For Persons 
4-64 Yrs. of Age 
$1.00 Fare 
For Elderly (65+) / 
Handicapped Persons 
Transit I.D. Card Required' 
Children 
UNDER 4 YRS. OR UNDER 40 LBS. 
Ride Free Of Charge wilh Adult. 
Child must ride In Child Restraint 
Seals provided. 
VAN WITH LIFT AVAILABLE: Wheelchair Access & Group Seating Available 
'Transit I.D. Cards Available Al Grants Administrators Oflice 










This service Is 
financed in part 
from an operating 
assistance grant 
from ODOT & 
FTA 
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Summer Fun! 
TONIGHT 
Eva Marie Saint Theatre 
in University Hall 
8:00 PM FREE 
co-sponsored by OCSC 




11:30 am- 12:30 pm 
Live in the Union Oval 
FREE POPSICLES! 
Noon until they're gone 
Behind Moseley Hall 
co-sponsored by MAP 
Thursday ^;',^ 
TV€ DV€ PflRTV! 
1 1 om - 3pm Union Ovol V   m/^\ 
Bring your oain shirts or /    _,      ,/ A 
boxers ond due for Ffl€€ or ' 
buy our shirts ond boxers for 
only $3.50 «"    * 
Tuesday and Wednesday June 23 and 24 
PLANT SALE! 
Brighten your apartment or residence hall room! 
11am - 3pm both days in the Union Oval 
For more information about summer activities call UAO at 372-2343 
UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO O 
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University prof observes 
first Philippine elections 
by Beth Seall 
staff writer 
Benjamin Muego, professor of 
political science and ethnic stud- 
ies, was in the Philippines last 
month to observe its election 
process. 
Although originally he wanted 
to do a research proposal of elec- 
tions, it was not funded and an ad 
hoc committee of concerned 
professionals asked him to be an 
observer. 
He said it was important for 
him to be a witness because he 
felt it was a major political event. 
The election is important for 
several reasons. It will be the 
first under the constitution writ- 
ten in 1987. It is also the first 
under the multi-party system. 
Because the term will expire in 
1998, this president will do a lot 
to shape the future of the country 
well into the next century. 
"In my view, it is probably the 
most crucial election in their 
country," Muego said. 
The election was held on May 
11 but the offical count has not 
been declared and no winner has 
been proclaimed. 
If no one is sworn in by noon on 
June 30, the country will be in a 
constitutional crisis because no 
mechanism was put in the 1987 
constitution to deal with this. 
In effect, the country will have 
no government because the old 
terms will have expired and 
there will be no one to replace 
them. 
The problems are coming from 
the fact that it has taken so long 
for the offical counts to be an- 
nounced and a winner declared. 
Muego said that in the month 
since the election, the media and 
the candidates who are losing 
have started to question the 
counting. 
The media, he said, keeps an- 
nouncing unoffical returns which 
See Muego, page seven. 
AIDS teacher-training starts 
Course to provide education for instructors, nurses, mothers 
by Heather McQulller 
staff writer 
In an attempt to distribute 
facts and dispel myths, the 
American Red Cross Chapter of 
Greater Toledo is offering an 
HIV/AIDS Instructor Course. 
The course will actually train 
people to train others about the 
AIDS virus. The program is 
aimed at people such as teachers, 
nurses and concerned mothers, 
Director of HIV Education Agnes 
Convery said. 
The program is designed to 
teach participants the basic facts 
about HIV/AIDS in a non- 
judgmental fashion. 
"It is important to educate 
people from all walks of life on 
the prevention of HIV infection," 
added Annette Johnson, commu- 
nications associate. 
An important part of the 
course will be teaching the truth 
about the AIDS virus and dispell- 
ing the myths concerning the 
disease. According to Convery, 
one such falsehood is that people 
believe they can get AIDS from 
donating blood or from being 
around someone who is infected 
with the virus. 
"We'll use generic terms," 
Convery said. "It's not important 
in this class how [AIDS] was ac- 
quired. We want to reinforce 
facts." 
Anyone interested in stopping 
the spread of AIDS can take the 
course. The students should also 
be able to communicate well with 
others so they can accurately 
teach the facts about the disease 
See AIDS, page seven. 
Piooowd By Mam ETtttrikaiW la AJBXCUX Wilh Top Rou loc Cowan Pakjw And TWO 
Budweiser Piwns TV mo ngb an* Mm* 
World Heavyweight Championship 
Sure air bags work great in front- 
end collisions, but only a safety 
belt can protect you from side and 
rear-end collisions. So buckle up. 
And you'll cover all the angles. 
YOU H|| IflUW A UJT HUH A MM 
BUOOi YOUR SAFETY Bfll 
p* © 
HOLYFIELMOLMES 
Class Of Champions 
Live On Pay-Per-View 
Friday,Junel9At9PMET/6PMPT 
4 Great bouts - only $35.95 
If ordered on fight day $40.95 
Call Wood Cable - 352-8424 
and get all the action! 
PlATBOrO    <"'"' »»■ A<« 
I    I    I    I    I   I    I    I    I    I    I    I    I 
SUMMER TIME 
fcey\fl <||o> 
The Official 1  hour Photo - 
Processor SUMM€R TIM€ '92 ~ 
[Double Your Prints For $1.00! 
! 
*3, *2, *1 Off 
on Film 
Developing 
Juai add S1 00 to tftt MM* pneo and M ■■ MM 
you i Mcond Mt of ootor prims1 'Oftr good at that 
Brno of do-vary on standard 3H" hi* 
pmn from 110. 0*c. 126, or 35mm (C-41 
proca*a). 12, 15, 24 or 3f •xpoMrt roll 
Thtf 0*1*- not VaM wtfrt arty MM* SptCW 
UmH On* Ho* For Coupon 
Expires 7/1/92 
Qoodon no. '26   35mm and date *kn 
(C-41  oroeoaai   Q»( *3 01 or 36 • .p    •? c 
on 24 «ap . or *1 oflon 12'15«aD Ttwa couoon 
m«si ■CCO-'M- , wo*« Th* couoon noi .«M wtm 
vy amor off* Or* roa p*r coupon 
BGN     j    Expires 7/1/92 BGN 
l hr. Processing available on 35mm & no only 
YOUR ASSURANCE OF QUALITY 
i BLUE RIBBON PHOTO: 
FILM   DEVELOPING • CAMERAS • VIDEO 
Ph. 353-4244 
157 N. MAIN B.G.      (ACROSS FROM UPTOWN) 
Hut hut! 
The BG Ncwi/Todd Swaaioll 
University assistant football coach Faragalli holds the ball as Nine-year-old Scott Greenwald of Has- 
kins attempts a field goal Monday at Gary Blackney's Day Camp at Perry Stadium. The camp, new 




We have wonderful two bedroom apartments that 
arc affordable for smaller groups-close to campus. 




507 E. Merry 
520 E. Reed 
843 Sixth 
525 E. Merry  FULL 
These arc just a few of our addresses. Call or stop down to 
pick up our listings and start viewing these apartments. 
KViii.iK 
352-5620 




Develop your leadership potential!^ Volunteers are needed for 
the 1992 PreRegistration Program. Each volunteer who helps 
will receive a free meal! Volunteers meet new students and 
their families, practice interpersonal skills, succeed at group 
speaking, and have a lot of fun! 
Entertainment 
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.MUSIC/ 
/REVIEW 
Sigourney's sequel stinks 
Good acting, directing will not salvage 'Alien 3' 
by Scott DeKatch 
editorial contributor 





The local music scene has its 
ups and downs. 
On the down side, the scene is 
crawling with cover bands. Not 
that covers are bad, but a band 
does not set itself apart from 
others because its version of 
some overplayed Steve Miller 
tune is better than another band's 
version of "Brown-Eyed Girl" 
On the up, there are still a few 
behemoths of local rock that 
have really got it together. And 
while Bowling Green is no Ath- 
ens or Boston or Seattle, the ratio 
of good original bands to the 
overall population is pretty im- 
pressive. 
Spiderfoot is one of those 
bands. Fusing funk, metal and 
straightforward rock and roll 
into a hybrid, their live shows are 
fun and energetic. Just ask 
anyone who's suffered whiplash 
from the groove. And now they 
have an album out. 
Titled Scream, Spiderfoot's 
debut is a high-energy guitar, 
bass and drum extravaganza re- 
miniscent of the very best 
P-Funk, Grunge and Groove that 
music has to offer. 
For those who may be new to 
the sultry stylings of Spiderfoot, 
try imagining a three way cross 
between Jane's Addiction, The 
Red Hot Chili Peppers and 
Soundgarden. It's cooler. 
The songs rock. Buy this one 
now. 
Sequels - are they good or bad? 
Well, it depends on whom you'- 
re asking and what movie is be- 
ing sequeled. When you have a 
movie like Star Wars, the story is 
left wide open and therefore it is 
sensible to make a sequel in or- 
der to tell the rest of the story. 
Another type of sequel that 
makes sense is used for movies 
that have very interesting char- 
acters who, because of their situ- 
ation, always have a good story to 
tell. 
Then there is the kind of sequel 
where a predicament that was 
the idea of the first movie mira- 
culously happens again, thrust- 
ing the main character back into 
the same movie, different set- 
ting. Such is the case with Alien 
3. 
This time, Ripley (played by 
Sigourney Weaver), after having 
disposed of the alien creature 
through an air lock in the first 
movie and blowing up their 
planet and killing their queen in 
the second movie, finds herself 
(surprise, surprise) in conflict 
with the aliens once again. 
Of course, the setting must be 
changed, which is the only thing 
that sets this sequel apart from 
its predecessors. This time, Ri- 
pley finds herself on an ex-prison 
planet that is now inhabited by 25 
bora-again convicts, a warden, 
his assistant and a chief medical 
officer. These convicts are all 
rapists and murderers and ha- 
ven't seen a woman in ages. In it- 
self, this is a conflict, but another 
problem is presented when an 
alien begins killing off the in- 
mates one by one. 
This time, the alien stows away 
on Ripley's escape ship from the 
second movie. Ripley knows 
there is an alien on the planet, 
but is skeptical at first and keeps 
it a secret. When she finally 
breaks down and tells the warden 
what is going on, he doesn't be- 
lieve  her.  However,  when  the 
alien   snatches   the   warden, 
everyone believes Ripley. 
Ripley, with the help of the re- 
maining convicts, must destroy 
the alien. Keep in mind these 
people have no weapons and the 
prison's equipment is out of or- 
der. 
Even though the story is origi- 
nal and the scenes are expertly 
shot, I couldn't help thinking I 
had seen this all before. After the 
two priorAiien movies, the crea- 
ture just isn't frightening any- 
more. 
Weaver and the rest of the cast 
turn out some great acting, but 
the worn conflict drags it down. 
The best thing about the movie is 
the direction by David Fincher. 
Like most sequels, Alien 3 
should not have been made un- 
less it could improve on the orig- 
inal. But, since money is more 
important than art these days, 
we'll just have to sit through 
repetitive sequels like this one. 
Sweet Nothings: Ripley (Sigourney Weaver) gets cozy with an alien. 
FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK 




BG's Newest Apartment 
Complex 




519 Ridge Street 
2 Bedroom, Furnished 
Townhouses 
Close to Campus 
Hurry Only A Few Left!!!! 
Call Us At 352-0717 For More Information. 
Greenbriar Inc., Mgr. 
Summer Rates Available 
Come See Our Listings For Other Locations. 
TRAVEL 
SMART 
FROM NEW YORK 
One Way       Roundlrip 
PARIS 
$199      $448 
LONDON 








$399     $775 
• Scheduled air 
■ Email panel 
• Refundable/changeable lickttt 
• Worldwide deitlnaliont 
• Add-on (lights from most cities 
Wnlund tmchirgea miy »pp*y 
CuMo*m- InvTwgritiOA UJCM apply 





Skin versus Stubble: Dillon (Charles S. Dutton) and Ripley (Si- 
gourney Weaver) caught at a bair-ralslng moment. 
CHAOS By Brian Shuster 
"Darn these cutbacks!" 
Wash -n-Cut 
$8 now only 




124 W. Wooster 
352-2611 
SUMMCR INTRflMURfllS 
FUN, €X€RCIS€, M€€T N€UI P€OPL€ 
G€T INVOLVED IN INTftAMURIHS 
ENTRIES DUE: 
MCN'S, WOM€N'S, & CO€D SOFTBAU-JUN€ 22 
CO€D SAND VOLL€VBflLL-JUN€ 29 
M€N'S & WOM€N'S 3 PlflV€R OUTDOOR BASK€TBrUl-JUN€ 23 
M€N'S S UJOM€N'S SINGL6S T€NNIS-JUN€ 25 
ALL CNTRICS DU€ 0V NOON 
IN 108 A€C CCNTCA ON DUC DAT€ 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS 
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF 
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS 
over 500 units with SUPER locations 
9 and 12 Month Leases Available 
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE 
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF. 
JOHN NEWLOVE  REAL  ESTATE 319  E. WOOSTER 
354-2260 
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL) 
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Violence follows season's end AIDS 
by Michael Gougls 
the Associated Press 
CHICAGO -- For the third 
straight year, the final NBA 
game of the season has been fol- 
lowed by looting and violence. 
Psychologists and other ex- 
perts said the arson and looting 
that followed the Chicago Bulls' 
second NBA title and similar vio- 
lence elsewhere is becoming an 
expected part of the victory 
party. 
"Fans become overly identi- 
fied with their teams, especially 
during hard economic times," 
said Dr. Jim Taylor, associate 
psychology professor at Nova 
University in Fort Lauderdale, 
Fla., who has studied sports- 
related violence. "When the team 
wins, that boosts them unbelie- 
vably. 
"And people will just follow 
along you look around to see 
how everyone else reacts, and if 
no one else is calling the police, 
it's not really an emergency." 
Revelry turned riotous Sunday 
night and early Monday morning 
after the Bulls beat the Portland 
Trail Blazers 97-93 in Chicago to 
clinch their second consecutive 
title. 
More than 1,000 people were 
arrested. Two people were 
burned after looters set fire to a 
South Side store where the two 
were trying to hide, authorities 
said. Two police officers were 
shot, but not seriously wounded, 
and more than 90 other officers 
suffered minor injuries, police 
said. About 100 other people 
were injured. 
Cindy Schanstra, 23, is in fair 
condition at the University of 
Chicago hospitals suffering from 
smoke inhalation and burns on 5 
percent of her body. Khalid 
Ali-Risagee, 33, is in serious con- 
dition with burns over 15 percent 
of his body and smoke inhalation. 
The pair were trapped in a 
South Side food and liquor store 
by looters who set the shop 
ablaze. 
Schanstra, in an interview, said 
police did not respond to four 
calls for help. 
Twenty-five businesses were 
looted on the West Side, 11 stores 
were damaged on ritzy Michigan 
Avenue and scores of other busi- 
nesses elsewhere were raided by 
revelers. 
The police bomb and arson unit 
reported eight fires were set in 
shops and abandoned buildings. 
Vandals damaged 61 police vehi- 
cles, 52 buses and 68 subway 
cars. 
Thousands of celebrants 
poured into the streets from a 
strip of nightclubs in the Rush 
Street district and some jumped 
atop two unoccupied taxis, flat- 
tening and flipping them. 
It was only the latest in a series 
of post-championship celebra- 
tions in the United States that 
turned violent. 
After the Bulls won their first 
NBA championship in 1991 over 
the Lakers in Los Angeles, more 
than 100 people were arrested 
during celebrations in Chicago. MllCiJO 
Two teen-agers were injured in 
1991, though not seriously, and 
stores were looted at scattered 
sites. 
Continued from page five. 
to others, she said. 
"It's not who you are. It's what 
you do," Convery said. 
People interested in participat- 
ing in the class should call the 
American Red Cross HIV/AIDS 
Education    Department   at 
248-3331 to find out more infor- 
mation or to register for the 
class. The class will be taught by 
Red Cross Instructors over two 
consecutive Thursdays, June 18 
and June 25 from 8:30 a.m. to 5 
p.m. 
"When you celebrate some- 
thing in America, you break a 
window and grab something. 
When people have an excuse to 
loot, they loot," Chicago Mayor 
Richard M. Daley said at a news 
conference Monday. 
Psychologists said sports cele- 
brations turn violent the same 
way as riots sparked by other 
causes: citizens set a different 
standard of acceptable behavior 
during the event and use the ano- 
nymity a mob presents. 
Continued from page five, 
have the pro-Aquino candidate 
winning. Many foreign observers 
feel the time delay brings about 
questions of wrongdoing. 
According to Muego, the poll- 
ing places in Metro Manila which 
the group visited were extraor- 
dinarily peaceful and orderly. 
Voters turned out in large num- 
bers, especially considering the 
Philippines' history. 
Also, teachers served as elec- 
tion officals, which is a difficult 
job since everything is done by 
hand. 
Their job is made more diffi- 
cult by the fact that there were 6 
to 8 hour brownouts every day 
and they could not leave the bal- 
lot boxes until the count was 
done. 
"I cannot say enough about the 
efforts of these teachers," 
MUego said. 
Muego feels that this president 
will preside over a country with 
tremendous problems. 
The zero economic growth 
rate, a tremendously growing 
population and terrible infra- 
structure problems are a few 
things the new president will 
need to work out. 
"It is sad to say, but the Philip- 
pines might be considered the 
basket case of Asia," Muego said. 
Classified 
The BG News 
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS 
Gel your day under way 
with the smooth sounds ol 
BG'sMIXonSS.l FMWBGU 
Weekday mornings 7 30 9 30am 
Take the edge off your day 
with smooth jazz and fresh hits 
on BG'sMIXonSS.l FMWBGU 
Thursday - Saturday 6-8pm 
LAG A LAG A LAGA LAGA LAG A 
The Lesbian And Gay Alliance will hold meet- 
ings this summer at 830 PM on Tuesdays in 
the United Christian Fellowship Center [corner 
of Ridge and Thurston). The meetings are free 
and open to all homosexual, txseiual and sup- 
portive heterosexual members of the communi- 
ty. Discretion is used. 
LAGA LAGA LAGA LAGA LAGA 
Personalized Graduation Announcementa 
now available at the University Bookstore. 
Indicates name, degree and major. Deadline 
for ordering Jury 1,1902 Order Today" 
The Lesbian and Gay Information Line 
will be open this summer from 7 iopm on 
Mondays and Wednesdays. The phone num- 
ber is 352-LAGA (5242).  
LOST & FOUND 
FOUND: piece of jewelry in front of Administra- 




WBGUFM TRAINING CUSSES 
Win n»naw»2ai 7:OOPM 
in basement ol West Hall - Rm. 31 
Main tutoring * Experienced 
Flexible Hours 
Call 352-6862 
■e»»»aB> SamB's is different 
because in this resolutely laid-back 
setting, it consistently serves the 
best food between Perrysburg 
and Columbus - and at 
bargain-basement prices.^ 
far ToUdo Blsdf foodCrUk ■ IOI2 M 
s 
116 N MAIN  BOWLING GREEN 
PERSONALS 
■LOOKING FOR A LEADERSHIP EXPERI- 
ENCE THIS SUMMER? WOfk with mo 1992 
Summer Pre Registration program as a tour 
guide, discussion facilitator, greeter. or an en- 
tertainment usher. Volunteers receive a free 
meal for each time they work, as well as meet 
new students and their families, practice public 
speaking, and make new friends. To volunteer, 
call 372-2843 or stop by 405 Student Services 
Building Each volunteer who slops by 405 
Student Services will receive a coupon for a 
Iree McDonalds hamburger'  
Bob*, skaters, wedge, fade, flap, buzz, high 
4 light, spike, flat-lops, QO Look, all $7.00. 
Campus Headquarters Salon " 384-3244. 
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE. MEN'S. 
WOMEN'S, 8 COED SOFTBALL - JUNE 22; 
COED SAND VOLLEYBALL - JUNE 29: 
MEN'S 8 WOMEN'S 3 PLAYER BASKET- 
BALL - JUNE 23; MEN'S 8 WOMEN'S SIN- 
GLES TENNIS ■ JUNE 25 ALL ENTRIES DUE 
BY NOON IN 106 REC CENTER. SUMMER 
OFFICE HOURS: MONDAY, TUESDAY, 
THURSDAY, 9:00 A.M. - 1230 P.M. FRIDAY. 
9 00-11 30 AM  
Lifeguard 4 swimming Instructor positions 
STUDENT RECREATION CENTER 
APPLY NOW!!"! 
Call Scott at 2-7477 for additional Info. 
LOOKING FOR A GOOD TIME? 
Have a good time volunteering for Summer 
Pre Registration Cat 372-2843 or (top by 405 
Student   Services   to  volunteer   lor   Pre- 
Registration 
Nails-Fiber glass, S35.00 Fill, 117.00 
Acrylic, (28.00; Fill, $13.00. Nail piercing, 
88.00 Campus Headquarter*; 384-2244. 
Personalized Graduation Announcementa 
now available at Die University Bookstore. 
Indicates name, degree and major. Deadline 
for ordering Jury 1,1992. Order Todayll 
Sebastian 1 Neixua Sale 
Campus Headquarters Salon 
 428 E.Wooataf 884.2244 
CINEMARK THEATRES 
"CINEMA 5 "■*"'. 
1234 N   Main SI. 
JUNE19-JUNE25,1992 
OsaVaaa sassMr Fas Fan Satan MS ea 
UeNaeel Halo, Ota FarII00• TOM 
loo — ai T«i u™» 
FAR & AWAY PG 1:10,«», 7:05. 9:50 
Ton Cvee. Nice* fa-nan (CNC66/23) 
SISTER ACT PO 1:05, J:00,5:00,7:15, MO 
Wuepf •• 
BATMAN RETURNS PG 1:00,1*5, 7O0, S4S 
ascwan KtAKH OANwrorvrro. 
aaCMfua artvrai* •*- 
LETHAL WEAPON! R l 20.4:15. 7.10,9.40 
U« OlbKnDmny Ohm, Jot Pnd    *• 
(NCIN0 MAN PC 1:18,248, 445. 7:20.920 
PAULYSH0DI .. 
• NO P3SSIS • . r>0 PASSES SUPtRSAViHS 
COME  LIVE WITH US FOR  FALL! 
PREFERRED 
PROPERTIES 
Office in Cherrywood Health Spa 
8fh b High 052-9078 
9&12 Month Leases 
Haven House Manor. Piedmont. 
Small Buildings 
Fiontier Housing. Biichwood Place 
Efficiencies. 1  Bdrm, 2 Bdrm 
Furnished or Unfurnished 
fill rentals hove full use of   . 
Cherryuiood Health Spa      f**^^ 
True spiral perms * $50.00 
Campus Headquarters Salon 
428 E. Wooslsr' 354-2244 
VOLUNTEER FOR PRE-REGI Studenl vol- 
unteers lor Summer Pre-Registration are 
needed. Each studenl who volunteers for Pre- 
Reg will receive a free meal for each day they 
work. Pre-Reg volunteers meet new BGSU 
students and their families and develop leader- 
ship skills - and they have lots of fun To vol- 
umes*, can 372-2843. or stop by 405 Studenl 
Services Building. Each student who vol- 
unteers at 405 Studenl Services by June 21 




1 (•mala roommili r>Md«d 
Houaa 1 block from campua on Ridga SI. 
Call 352-0470. 
1 or 2 female roommates needed 1992 93 
school year. Fox Run Apis. Call 
i -216-734-8266. ask (or Theresa. 
Female needed to sublease 92-93 school year. 
Own room!!! Call Lor 352-5649. 
Female subleases wanted. 
Fail A Spring Semester. Close to campus. 
Call 352-4697. 
Non-smoking female mite needed for 1992-93 
school year. Village Green Apis. Call Lorerta al 
354-5791. 
One  non-smoking   male   rmte.  needed   (or 
8/92-8/93. $185 a month. $200 security de- 
posit. 1 bath, 2 bdrm.. furnished. A/C. Utilities 
paid except, elec 'phone. 352-3975. 
HELP WANTED 
$40,000/yrt READ BOOKS 
and TV Scripts Fill out simple 
-like/don't like" term EASYI 
Fun. relaxing at home, beach. 
vacations. Guaranteed paycheck 
FREE 24 Hour Recording 
Reveals Details. 801 -379-2925 
Copyright #OH 17KEBR. 
Wntersl 
\9{eedecC\ 
The BG News 
needs reporters 
I to cover campus 
and general 
assignment 
events for the 
summer. 







5 PM meeting 
today in 210 
West Hall. 
14 Karat gold mg. 
Aquamarine stone with 3 diamonds 
Asking $100 00 OBO Call 352-5649 
1980 Honda Accord Good condnon 
Call for more information. 
372-7680 or 352 2391 eves 
1987 Samurai convt. . red. 2 tops, cassette. 
AC Excellont condition. $4500. 372-7481 or 
8333853. 
1991 HondaCRXHF. red. S-speed. CD player, 
cassette deck. AC Asking $8000 Call 
352-8547 ask for Troy  
CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED 
89 MERCEDES $200 
86 VW $50 
87 MERCEDES $100 
85 MUSTANG $50 
Choose from thousands starting $25. 
FREE 24 Hour Recording Reveals 
Giveway Prices. 801-379-2929 
Copynghl»OHl7KJCR 
DRUGLOflO TRUCKS! $100 
86 BRONCO $50 
91 BLAZER $150 
77JEEPCJ $50 
Seized Vans, 4x45. Boars. Choose 
Irom thousands starting $25. FREE 
24 Hour Recording Reveals Details. 
801 -379-2930 Copyright (OHl 7KKCR 
King walerbed tube system, $250, matching 
col 8 end tablet. $40/ea. matching book- 
cases, $65'oa. rowing mach , $25. dresser. 
$45: workbench, $30. Schwinn Traveler 
12-spd . $95: 6 ft. drafting table 8 chair, $340 
and more Call 874-9107.  
MAC SE COMPUTER; $590 00 
MAC IMAGE WRITER II. $290.00 
874 9107  
Technics stereo system; includes receiver, 5 
disc CD player, cassette deck A wood cabinet 
with glass door $850 Call 352 8547. ask for 
Troy.  
FOR RENT 
' 1992-93 Summer 8 Fall Rentals' 
2 bedroom furnished apts FREE water, sewer, 
heal. AC. HBO. Call 352-2663.  
+   American Red Cross   ^L 
Please give blood. 
STYLING GOES NATURAL 
w, rith Systeme 
Biolage® by Matrix 
Essentials. It's 
science in sync with 
nature. For 
beautiful styling 





One Stop Family Hair Care 
and at a price You '11 Love 
( Famous Hair ) 
FOODTOWN PLUS PLAZA... 352-1989 
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY—JUST WALK IN 
OPEN Mon.-Fri. 9-8; Sat. 8-6; Sun. 10-3 
PERM PLUS 
1 Preauon cur. Sun Sntin tnOuOoa 
Regularly $37.00 










— — n — — —a2^__B^~ — ^ 
KID'S CUT 





f kM Dry 
Regularly St .00 
.-. — ..I 1 „___ l 
 .K*Mm«l?> T r ■K«m^i:r T ■ ■imiidii.'i- T 
THE WORKS 
•rtOutMt 
STwrnpno   HIKQI   Srytt Dry 








PrtKHaon Cm E rtfi 
•mBi t»ti coupon only 
HWr Earl. ■     ^L^^^^r     ., tKkxHvCuM FK/tFrttri        I   I Long* rlw Hra< 
_.■-._?__ !t     Uon TNuThurs »*tv3^«_j J^egjJlarty *34.00 
1 A 2 bedrm furnished apts 
9 and/or 12 month leases 
352-7454. 
1 bedim, furnished or untum. apis 
E iceHeni location ' Close to campus 
352-2663 
412-93 SUMMER 4 FALL RENTALS 
OVER 500 UNITS 
Eflic., one bdrm., two bdrm 
houses & duplexes. 
Stop in© 
319E WOOSTER 
(across Irom Taco Bell) 
Speak with our friendly stall or call 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
354-2260 
Cany Rentals * 352-7365 
Single rooms lor male students 
2 bdrm. apt onE Merry. 
Need 2 male students to share a 2 bdrm. apt. 
Cany Rentals tor Summer 
Apartments * Rooms * House 
Phone 3S2-7365 
DON'T MISS THESE! 
3i3 N Main St -Eh* 
733 Manvnlle - quiet, 2 bdrm. 
RE. MANAGEMENT 
113 Railroad St. 
352-8302 
with ad receive f 150 off 1 si months rent 
one ad per lease 
r^enodet^ 
t 
Pa*ta & S"bS 
•4663 
All Day Delivery 
Open Dally 11 AM 
PASTA 
ROTINI/IINQIINE S3.S0 
Homemade meal sauce. 
or martnara. gariic bread 
cifEitnwraiiNi     M.B 
Homemade meal sauce. 
or marina/a. garlic bread 
Above with meatballs $1.00 or 
Italian Sausage add $1.50. 
SUBS __________ ir 
STARTER $3.35 
Ham, Salami. Provolone cheese 
HURDUR $3.35 










Ham, Salami. Turkey 
Swiss. Provolone Cheese 
WALKAWAY $3.35 
Salami. Turkey, Pepoeronl. 
Provolone Cheese 
RBAY $4.25 
Roast Beef, Ham. Turkey, 
Provo*one Cheese 
Above subs stan with mayo, 
lettuce, tomato, onion, hot pappers. 
oregano. and Italian dressing 
FREE POP 
w/any regular 
I 11-Inch | 
Eai-ln*, Cafiy-Ojt of D*f v«ry 
DIBenedetto'* 
I  
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Never has so much 
Camera been so compact 
OLYMPUS 
InfinityTWIN 
It has twin 35 and 70mm tele/wide 
lenses. Yet its unique, twin lens system 
design keeps the Infinity Twin slim. 
And the Infinity Twin is weatherproof. 
It's also easy to use. Fully 
automatic operation-twin lens auto 
focus, programmed auto exposure, 
auto DX film speed setting, auto film 
load/advance/rewind. The lithium 
battery-powered built-in ESP flash is 
extremely strong, with fill-flash and 
flash-off, and recycles fast to keep up 
with the 4-frame, continuous shooting 
mode. Infinity Twin also has full-info 
LCD indicator and built-in double-shot 
self-timer. 
See the Twin that has no equal 
$129.95 
■ BLUE RIBBON PHOTO = 
157 N. Main St. 353-4244 
(Across from Uptown) 
University Bookstore 
JUSt— .'TV. ...1i 
Conveniently Located on Campus 
* BGSU Souvenirs 
* BGSU Shirts & Sweatshirts 
* Best Sellers & General Interest Books 
•Gifts 
Father's Day 
June 21, 1992 
Remember your Forher 
wirh o cord and gifr from rhe 
University Dooksrore 
Mon - Thurs: 7:305:00 
Friday 7:30-11 30 
Discover/ Mastercard/ Visa Phone: 372-2851 
ARROW O—t Sl"» 
Bag. M 00 36 00 
Vaa* Pkja aadudad 
SUPEfitA Hmdam 
Pnrta. Flora*. PaWaya. Soiida 
Rag. 10 00 22 SO 
DOCKERS Shana. Panta. and Short. 
(tag. 18 00 42 00 
UUHSWaWEAR 
Grand Slam Shxla and Short. 
Rag. 16 00 :»5 00 
LONDON KM 
Kna Shala and Short. 
Rag. 28 00-M 00. Vak» Paia E.Oodad. 
«ATUR0»Y8 and ZEPPEUN 
Shata and Shorta 
Rag.H00.2t 00 
fhlmans 
USE YOU UHLMANS CHARGE 
VISA   MASTERCARD- AMERICAN EXPRESS 
Follow the Leaden 
Al the   --ainalon or in-line akaunt rWkrMade* 11 the 
nroeniu: leader in product Qualm inno»al« drutn and 
•aluc Van, turc you ajftlnc die        n   n«*i—4.i-.a« 
real In -{ \li. tot UVrr P> name     M KOlKIUldOe 
Mondoblade s. Models 
Zet rab lad e   S Save $ 10 
248 1/2 S. Main 
352-8878 
Lightning        . 
TRSLHjhtnirvg>™s 
Cool Blades    r «»»»«o 
enotortnad. Inc. RoHarbujd. » . a rag»l«n»d Ir»d«»rr»c1. ol RolMitjg.il. Inc. 
